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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The state of Texas has struggled to recruit, train, and retain teachers to meet the need for PK-
12 instruction. The dire need for teachers has spawned several alternative certification 
programs and approaches (e.g., programs targeted at “late-hire” teachers) that often results in 
new teachers managing classrooms with little to no actual teaching experience. These 
inexperienced teachers disproportionately serve the growing population of minority and 
economically disadvantaged students that have been underserved both in the state’s large 
population centers and in smaller, more rural districts. Statewide surveys of school principals 
indicate concern with the effectiveness of “late-hire” teachers, who are tasked not only with 
managing classrooms with no teaching experience or preparation, but also expected to pursue 
teaching certification simultaneously, which can make for a challenging first experience of 
teaching that undermines teacher retention. 

In response to the urgent demand for quality teachers, Texas Tech University’s College of 
Education (COE) pioneered an approach to teacher preparation and certification that has 
become a model for other university-based teaching programs throughout the United States. 
The hallmark of this innovative approach is a residency-based model that provides teacher 
candidates with a full year of teaching experience, in which the resident teachers begin co-
teaching with a mentor during their first semester in the program. This early, and extensive, 
classroom experience helps build the skills, confidence, and experiential knowledge of teacher 
candidates so that they are better prepared to be effective teachers on their first day as novice 
teachers upon graduation and certification. Our innovative Educator Preparation Program (EPP) 
model is built on several constituent innovations, including the approach to student teacher 
mentoring; building authentic, responsive partnerships with LEAs; and structuring a 
competency-based, data-driven approach to teacher prep that catalyzes both teacher and 
programmatic improvements. 

Mentoring 
Traditional teacher preparation programs often satisfy the state’s requirement of 6 to 12 weeks 
of student teaching by passively matching teacher candidates with available openings, so that 
university connections with LEAs can be fleeting and ad hoc with little assessment of a teacher’s 
mentoring abilities or willingness to truly invest in the development of a teacher candidate’s 
development. When re-envisioning the teacher preparation and certification program, our EPP 
faculty recognized that more dedicated, robust, and mutually beneficial mentoring 
relationships were critical to preparing high quality teachers. Consequently, our EPP revamped 
the mentoring process by cultivating standing relationships with LEAs and identifying mentor 
teachers willing to invest in a teacher candidate’s development during their year-long 
residence. 

Mentor teachers help accelerate the growth of pre-service teachers by providing timely 
feedback on the candidate’s lesson planning, classroom management, and instructional 
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effectiveness. Students also use state-of-the-art digital technology to record themselves during 
instruction, which facilitates review and self-evaluation. This co-teaching relationship between 
a mentor and mentee teacher also provides the mentor with a vested interest in the growth of 
the teacher candidate because they share the same class, and the year-long residency allows 
them to develop a more collegial, deeper connection than typically develops in short-term 
student teaching that typically lasts only weeks. This sustained relationship also permits a 
mentor to assess a teacher candidate’s competencies more completely, which helps them to 
leverage the student’s strengths and target areas needing improvement. This engaged type of 
mentoring relationship can enhance a candidate’s first teaching experience, thus increasing the 
likelihood that the candidate will stay committed to the profession of teaching. 

In addition to the care that we use in pairing resident teachers with quality long-term mentor 
teachers, we developed another innovation in teacher candidate mentoring—dedicated site 
coordinators. Site coordinators are university employees who support resident teachers and 
their mentors within the LEA districts. In addition to providing an additional mentoring resource 
for resident teachers, they also provide instruction to the teacher candidates as part of their 
curriculum requirements; consult with mentor teachers to shape the development of teacher 
candidates; provide professional development to LEA teachers; and serve as a liaison between 
the LEA and Texas Tech, thus providing a pipeline for sharing data and making improvements to 
our EPP. 

Authentic Relationships with LEAs 
Another innovation that we instituted was the building of formal, responsive partnerships 
between the program and school districts. Though LEAs throughout the United States often 
collaborate with teacher preparation programs, those affiliations are often loose, unguided by 
any codified relationship or strategic plan (Driscoll, et al., 1994). As part of the reinvention of 
our teacher preparation program, we emphasized formal, lasting partnerships with LEAs that 
are responsive to the LEA’s needs while providing our teaching program with the opportunities 
to implement this new residency model of teacher preparation. 

By participating in the residency program, LEAs help to shape teachers that meet their staffing 
needs while also evaluating the teacher candidates. Though the LEAs are not obligated to hire 
the teacher candidates that complete their residency in the district, those candidates often 
emerge as preferential hires because they are better prepared to manage a classroom as novice 
teachers, in large measure because of the teaching experienced gained through the year-long 
residency. The participating LEA has an entire year to develop a relationship with the pool of 
teacher candidates, thus providing the LEAs with a recruiting advantage for these highly prized 
candidates. 

Competency-based, Data-driven Approach 
Another hallmark of our EPP is the commitment to a competency-based, data-driven approach. 
For example, we use the Texas TAP system to define teacher competencies, thereby providing a 
common understanding and a common language that facilitates communication and 
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understanding among university professionals, teacher candidates, and LEA representatives. 
The TAP also serves as a rubric for teacher candidates and mentor teachers, providing them 
with clear understanding of expected teaching behaviors that facilitate growth and 
improvement. 

A significant goal of our reinvention of the teacher preparation program involves the systematic 
collection, sharing, and analysis of data. The data approach includes a variety of metrics 
designed to assess the growth of teacher candidate competencies, as well as data regarding PK-
12 student performance to facilitate the evaluation of teaching impacts. To ensure that the 
data is used to improve instruction, site coordinators convene monthly meetings with LEA 
representatives, dedicating part of each meeting to evaluating data that guides the 
development of teacher candidates and an assessment of teaching outcomes. Texas Tech also 
sponsors semiannual “data days” in which university professionals evaluate teacher candidate 
and LEA student data to make adjustments to the teacher preparation curriculum to enhance 
the program’s impact. This commitment to data collection and analysis supports a continuous 
feedback loop that helps us achieve the goal of constant improvement in teaching 
effectiveness. 
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II. PROGRAM GOALS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CURRENT PRACTICES AS PART OF A 
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT EFFORT 

Goal 1: 
Leveraging Partnership to Recruit, Support and Retain New Teachers for Texas Schools 

The Texas Tech University education preparation program is a significant contributor to the 
development of teacher talent in the State. Using meaningful partnerships to create an inter-
organizational system (Evans, 1972) among school districts, community colleges and the 
university, we are helping to build a sustainable teacher pipeline for rural and urban districts all 
across Texas. 

It All Starts with Partnership. Although we are not the largest producers of teachers in the 
State, we prepare teachers for some of the districts most in need of teacher talent. Responsive, 
true partnerships have been the foundation of the Tech Teach program for over a decade and 
the reason behind our success. Currently, our program has active partnerships, codified in a 
Memorandum of Understanding, with over 30 LEAs around the state (see Table 1, p. 8). Joint 
governance is operationalized through quarterly Governance Meetings where we listen to 
partners’ needs and they listen to ours, then we problem-solve together around programmatic 
ways of addressing those needs. During these Governance Meetings, we also jointly review 
data that always includes teacher-candidate performance to district student achievement. 

The resulting partnerships all have common goals, but also develop a unique character and 
focus. For example, in Lubbock ISD, we focus on preparing new teachers who are 
knowledgeable and skilled in the use of AVID instructional strategies so they can step in, ready 
to teach using the district’s priority instructional strategies. In Crosbyton Consolidated ISD, we 
focus on transitioning paraprofessionals and community members to teaching, thereby helping 
prepare those who are invested in the community and schools. In Fort Worth ISD, we focus on 
recruiting and preparing middle-level mathematics teacher candidates, a teaching assignment 
that has been identified as high-need by the district’s Human Resource Director. In Houston 
ISD, we focus just on numbers of new teachers and have perfected the campus visits for 
potential recruits where they meet eager district and campus administrators, interact with 
current teacher candidates and feel a sense of need and belonging to become teachers for the 
district. 

With several partners, we are focused on paid teacher residencies. The most recent example is 
with Waco and La Vega ISD where, through a grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 
we are planning for SY2021 the implementation of an Opportunity Culture model where 
teacher candidates complete their preparation in the districts’ schools while working as a 
Research Associate earning a salary and insurance benefits. This model supports the two 
districts’ urgent need for local teachers, supports our candidates’ preparation, and creates a 
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career ladder for the districts’ most effective teachers who might otherwise leave the 
classroom seeking higher salaries as administrators. 

It Matters Where You Look for Talent. Partnerships with LEAs to prepare existing teacher 
candidates is only part of our work. We have thought carefully about where those candidates 
might come from, where we can look to find teachers who are more representative of the 
students in our State and who are those most likely to remain as teachers due to their ties to 
the community. These goals have lead Texas Tech University to recruit in places most 
university programs overlook – the high-school Education and Training Courses (ETC) focused 
on education as a profession, and the Associate of Arts in Teaching programs in nine 
community college systems across the state. 

Working with High School Programs. In the current year, our work with the Charles Butt 
Foundation (Raise Your Hand Texas) has led us into classrooms across the State to learn about 
high-school programs that interest adolescents in teaching as a career. We have learned that 
many programs, though well-intended, leave out important strategies for cultivating young 
peoples’ interest in teaching and slow efforts to diversify the teacher talent pool (Hamman, 
Matteson & Nguyen, 2020). We have also learned that contact with a university education 
preparation programs (EPP) increases high-school students’ interest and efficacy for becoming 
a teacher and the pathway to teaching is often mysterious (see Table 2, p. 10). Working with 
rural LEAs to cultivate this vital source of teacher talent has been a significant part of our Grow 
Your Own grant work for the past three years but has recently crystalized into a new 
partnership focus aimed at helping school districts cultivate local talent and prepare effective 
new teachers with a commitment to their home-school communities. 

We have also learned that community colleges are critical partners for increasing and 
diversifying teacher talent for Texas. Unlike students who often travel significant distances to 
attend a four-year institution, those attending community colleges are almost always local 
students who by choice or necessity remain close to home. Students attending community 
college are also far more diverse demographically and much more focused on getting to work in 
their chosen careers (Perkins & Arvidson, 2017; Walker, Downey & Kuehl, 2008). 

Since 2014, Texas Tech University has cultivated relations with community college Associates of 
Arts in Teaching (AAT) programs to recruit, support and prepare new teachers for districts in 
our Grow Your Own programs in Texas’ urban centers (see Table 3, p. 11). This partnership 
work begins with articulating course degrees that are aligned with state certification 
requirements and restricting recruitment to only those with a complete AAT degree as a way to 
build numbers in local programs. Next, we provide feedback to the community college 
programs about their students’ readiness for certification, performance in preparation, success 
in certification and return to classrooms as new teachers in the partner district. Finally, we 
bring together LEA, community college and EPP into one, inter-organizational system 
characterized by complementarity of purpose, feedback and joint governance working toward 
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the goals of establishing a clear, reliable pathway to teaching for members of the community, 
and a sustainable, viable source of new teacher talent for the school district. 

Goal 2: 
Prepare Candidates to be Culturally-Responsive Teachers 

This goal has been an explicit part of our Tech Teach program for approximately four years, but 
in our current climate of reflection, it has become a focal point. Our program cultivates among 
candidates this skill and confidence in three concrete ways. 

First, approximately four years ago, in response to a need by Lubbock ISD, we embraced AVID 
instructional models both for our use in the EPP as well as a focus for preparation of our 
teacher candidates. Over time, we have improved our own implementation across all of our 
coursework and have seen growth in the use of priority AVID strategies among our candidates 
in clinical placement (Halsey, et al., 2019). One important piece of the AVID model is providing 
instruction that is culturally relevant, and culturally responsive. Like the other AVID strategies, 
our efforts have been to integrate CRT into all of our courses. We have made significant strides 
toward this goal which we see in the changes over time of our candidates’ efficacy for culturally 
responsive teaching (see Table 4, p. 12). Although pleased with this progress, there is clearly 
much more work that needs to be accomplished. 

Second, our program requires a year-long student-teaching placement, and placements are 
intentionally made, in consultation with our partners, on the district’s successful Title I 
campuses. The purpose of this placement strategy is to approximate as closely as possible the 
working environment most new teachers find themselves in their early careers. Matching 
preparation with initial placement has been found to be one of the few positive predictors of 
the impact new teachers have on student growth (Boyd, et al., 2009). Of course, one 
competency successful teachers must have in these settings is the ability to teach and interact 
in culturally relevant ways. For candidates from the community, this competency may be more 
easily mastered, but for those from different communities and different economic and 
demographic groups, the year-long experience is transforming. 

Third, during the year-long placement, teacher candidates use feedback from students to 
monitor and adjust the extent to which social-emotional needs of their students are being 
addressed (Hamman, et al., 2016). Candidates, in September, administer the Student 
Perception Survey to gauge the extent to which students feel known, cared about and valued by 
the student teacher. Similar to requirements in the edTPA, candidates gather this information, 
analyze results and identify five focus students with whom they will work during the year. Then, 
working with their program supervisors and mentor teachers, candidates develop a plan, 
including specific instructional strategies, aimed at boosting these students’ engagement. 
Toward the end of the school year, candidates again administer the survey, analyze data and 
attend particularly to the responses from the five focus students. In this way, teacher 
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candidates have a mastery experience, which gives them feedback about their capability of 
engaging students who have historically been marginalized in school settings. 

Finally, the majority of teacher candidates associated with the College of Education degree plan 
(versus those from other colleges within the university) are prepared to work effectively with 
students who are learning English as a second language and students who are receiving Special 
Education services. Candidates at all certifications complete a six-course curriculum called 
Special Populations. This curriculum combines, where possible, the law and strategies for ESL 
and SPED planning, instruction and assessment strategies, but separates them where 
necessary. All candidates completing this sequence of study are prepared with experiences, 
knowledge and skill to earn supplemental certifications in both ESL and SPED. 

The approach ensures that all graduates are prepared for the complexity of real classrooms 
where (unlike siloed curricula) students with diverse needs are all in one classroom. At present 
our data lags behind what we expect to be a very positive impact on graduate satisfaction but 
results from passing rates on associated certification exams indicate a very positive outcome, 
especially when compared to overall state averages. These practices influence the increase in 
candidates’ efficacy for culturally-responsive teaching. 

Goal 3: 
Diversifying the Teacher-Talent Pool in Texas 

Closely related to our first goal, the EPP at Texas Tech University is committed to helping 
diversify the teacher-talent pool of the State through focused recruiting and program delivery. 
Our focused recruitment involves close collaboration with our colleagues in community 
colleges, and our program delivery requires “outside the box” thinking about how to create a 
pathway to teaching for those who might not be able to attend school in Lubbock, Texas. 

Focused Recruiting. Texas Tech University uses four, full-time recruiters to identify, transfer 
and admit students in the EPP. One recruiter works for the campus-based program in Lubbock, 
and three recruiters work for the distance-delivery, grow-your-own program known as Tech 
Teach Across Texas. All four work closely with advisors, transfer specialists and education 
faculty at partner community colleges. 

To enhance the collaboration with our program, articulation agreements between Texas Tech 
and the community colleges specify the requirement that transferring students must have 
successfully completed their AAT degree. This requirement confers value for the community 
college system in terms of accountability and funding purposes, and qualifies the new student 
for generous transfer scholarships at Texas Tech. In addition, this requirement helps build-up 
enrollment in AAT programs in community colleges as certification-bound students look toward 
transfer to four-year institutions (Lee et al., 2019). This collaboration is increasingly becoming a 
model for EPPs looking to build enrollment and diversify their student body (see Table 5, p. 16). 
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Recruiting teacher candidates from community-college AAT programs, then, is one of our main 
strategies for helping to diversity the teacher-talent pool in Texas. 

Program Delivery. A second strategy used by Texas Tech to help diversify the teacher-talent 
pool is to provide a pathway to teaching for those who are less able to participate in traditional 
programming. Non-traditional students who are unable to relocate for traditional teacher 
preparation programs are often excluded from post-secondary education. These talented 
individuals represent community assets that are left “on the table” because IHEs are unaware 
or unwilling to modify programming that will overcome these barriers. 

Texas Tech University has invested heavily in the development and delivery of distance 2.0 
courses for teacher candidates that mirror our high-quality face-to-face program. Our courses 
are delivered online while candidates carry out assignments in real classrooms. Each course 
includes assignments requiring application of content in a real setting while supporting growth 
in instructional competency and success with the edTPA. Candidates are further supported by 
a district-based supervisor, called a site coordinator, who serves as an evaluator, instructional 
coach and support for the candidate and cooperating teacher. Our innovative approach to 
teacher preparation that utilizes high-quality distance delivery combined with local, district-
based support from a site coordinator has enabled our program to deliver teacher preparations 
to sites over 300 miles from our campus while maintaining the highest quality standards. 

Another way Texas Tech EPP diversifies the teacher-talent pool is by pursuing, through 
partnership and grants, paid residency for teacher candidates. Texas Tech is pursuing three 
opportunities that will enable teacher candidates to be paid during their year-long residency.  
The first, and newest (announced October 21, 2020) is the university’s participation in the 
Federal Work Study Experiment (see Appendix for TTU acceptance letter). This opportunity will 
allow Texas Tech to pay teacher candidates, in their final year of preparation, a work-study 
wage while completing their student teaching.  

The second opportunity is an outgrowth of our work in the TEA Grow Your Own grants. Now at 
the end of three cycles of state funding, Texas Tech program administrators worked with rural 
school partners to derive a district-funded, paid teacher residency. The plan enables teacher 
candidates to be employed as paraprofessionals for two years. In the first year, candidates 
work in the district full time while completing education coursework. In the second year, 
candidates will student-teach for a full academic year while working 50 percent of their time in 
the paraprofessional role. The net result is that university teacher candidates have access to 
paid residencies, and paraprofessionals, who in Texas are disproportionately Black or Hispanic, 
now have access to complete their degree and certification through Texas Tech while retaining 
a full salary and insurance benefits. This opportunity enables non-traditional students to 
complete teacher training while preparing in their home district. 

Finally, Texas Tech University, along with Tarleton State University, has been invited by Waco 
and La Vega ISD to be their EPPs for their new work to implement the Opportunity Culture 
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model. This model will enroll AAT completers from Mc Lennan College in Waco into either 
program and into a paid position as a Research Associate working under the supervision of a 
Multi-Classroom Lead (MCL) teacher. Research Associates will complete their teacher 
preparation while earning a salary working in a school setting under the supervision of a master 
teacher in the role of an MCL. 

Partnerships with districts and community colleges, along with innovative programs are ways 
that Texas Tech University is helping to diversify the teacher-talent pool for the State. 
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III. DEMONSTRATED OUTCOMES AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION FROM CANDIDATES, 
LEAS AND OTHER EDUCATOR PREPARATION PROGRAMS 

Goal 1: Leveraging Partnership to Recruit, Support and Retain New Teachers for Texas Schools 

The members of the Texas Tech University EPP have been active in gathering together 
institutions with whom we share a common goal of preparing teacher talent for the State. Our 
network of partners is large, diverse and spread across the State. Table 1 contains information 
about the different institutions with which partnerships have been established. The teacher 
preparation program at Texas Tech University currently has established partnerships with 36 
school districts. The partnership means that our program prepares candidates in the district, 
meets quarterly with district administrators, meets with community college administrators 
(often with LEA administrators) to review progress toward pathway goals and problem-solve 
program issues. At the present time, 44% of the LEAs are in urban and suburban areas 
compared to 56% of the LEAs that could be considered more rural (see Figure 1). In addition, 
we work directly with 13 community college districts with existing AAT programs to recruit for 
our local and grow-your-own program. 

In addition to working across institutions, we have also begun thinking about the start of the 
teacher-talent pathway. Recent programming at the state-level have tied together teacher 
preparation programs with high-school Ready, Set, Teach (or similar) programs. Texas Tech has 
extended that work outside of grant funding as a way to truly begin cultivation of local talent. 

At the present time, this work has involved crafting recruiting messages for high school 
students about the process and value for becoming a teacher. Our work will proceed in two 
waves. First, we will investigate how high-school students respond to an “adult” recruiter. We 
anticipated that responses would indicate gains in knowledge, but possible smaller gains in 
interest. With increased knowledge, we anticipated that candidates would also express 
positive changes in their beliefs about their likelihood of becoming a teacher. Second, we will 
investigate how high-school students respond to a “near-peer” in the form of a current teacher 
candidate who may be more relatable and be perceived as more similar to the student than an 
adult recruiter might. We anticipate gains in knowledge again, but further expect that the near-
peer presenter will bolster interest, efficacy and perceived likelihood of becoming a teacher. 

Initial results (see Table 2) from our collaboration with high school programs in Fall 2020 
reveals that, on average, students do report learning more about how to become a teacher (on 
a 5-point scale where 5 = strongly agree), and they report some increases in interest to become 
a teacher. Students also, on average, indicated a greater likelihood of becoming a teacher. 
Results from the second wave of presentations will be available in early December. 
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Table 1 
District Partners of Tech Teach and Tech Teach Across Texas 

LEA Setting Community College Partner 
Aldine Urban Lone Star College 
Amarillo Urban Amarillo College 
Austin Urban Austin Community College 
Big Spring Urban Howard College 
Brownfield Rural South Plains College 
Coahoma Rural Howard College 
Crosbyton Consolidated Rural South Plains College 
Dallas Urban Dallas College 
Fayetteville Rural none currently 
Floydada Rural South Plains College 
Forsan Rural Howard College 
Fort Worth Urban Tarrant County College 
Fredericksburg Rural Central Texas College 
Frenship Urban South Plains College 
Grand Prairie Urban Tarrant County College 
Hamlin Rural Western Texas College 
Houston Urban Lone Star College & Houston Community College 
La Vega Urban Mc Lennan College 
Lamesa Rural Howard College 
Lubbock Urban South Plains College 
Lubbock-Cooper Urban South Plains College 
Marble Falls Rural Central Texas College 
New Caney Urban Lone Star College 
North East Urban Alamo College 
Northside Urban Alamo College 
Petersburg Rural South Plains College 
Roosevelt Rural South Plains College 
Roscoe Collegiate Rural Western Texas College 
Royal * Rural Lone Star College 
Slaton Rural South Plains College 
Snyder Rural Western Texas College 
Somerset Rural Alamo College 
Stanton * Rural Howard College 
Tahoka Rural South Plains College 
Throckmorton Collegiate Rural Cisco College 
Waco Urban Mc Lennan College 

* MOU in progress 
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Figure 1. Bar-graph from 2019 data shows the diversity of placement for candidates including 
preparation in rural school districts. 
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Table 2 
Influence of Presentation on High School Students Knowledge, Interest and Efficacy for 
Teaching 

District Program 

HEB Fort Worth Lubbock 

1. Knowledge about how 
to become a teacher 4.25 4.04 4.28 

2. Interest in becoming a 
teacher 4.21 3.67 4.35 

3. Efficacy to complete 
steps to become a 

teacher 83.92 73.23 84.11 

4. Likelihood of becoming 
a teacher 

Before Presentation 78.90 48.06 78.40 

After Presentation 91.80 75.33 90.83 
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Community colleges provide an important link between secondary education and teacher 
certification. Texas Tech University is one of a handful of EPPs that actively recruit new teacher 
candidates from community colleges (see Table 3). This is one reason our program is growing 
at a time when others in the State and nation are seeing drastic decreases in enrollment. We 
believe it matters where you look for talent, and community college transfers represent a 
valuable (and often overlooked) asset to the State’s teacher talent pool. 

Table 3 
Number of Teacher Candidates Transferring from Community College 
to Texas Tech University EPP for SY2019 Start 

Community College Number of Participants 

Alamo College 49 

Amarillo College 14 

Austin Community College 25 

Central Texas College 25 

Colin College 10 

Dallas County Community College 83 

Hill College 3 

Houston Community College 20 

Howard College 19 

Lone Star College 58 

McLennan Community College 20 

Midland College 6 

Odessa College 13 

South Plains College 40 

Tarrant College 74 

Western Texas College 15 

Total 474 
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Goal 2: Prepare Candidates to be Culturally-Responsive Teachers 

The three strategies Texas Tech uses to cultivate culturally-responsive teaching by our 
candidates (i.e., AVID instructional strategies, year-long clinical, SEL feedback to candidates) 
results in dramatic increases in candidate efficacy (see Table 4). Interestingly, coursework 
along (Semester 1 and 3) do not appear to affect candidates’ beliefs, but the year-long teaching 
practicum in successful Title 1 schools does do so in a positive, and dramatic way (see Figure 2). 
Candidates with greater efficacy following authentic experiences are more likely to persevere in 
the face of challenges and exert greater effort to be successful as a teacher. 

Table 4 
Change in Candidate Efficacy for Culturally Relevant Teaching Over Time 

Cohort Semester 1 

Program Semesters 

Semester 3 Semester 4 

1 73.40 71.40 82.50 

2 74.77 70.41 82.58 

Cohort 1 = 2017 to 2019 
Cohort 2 = 2018 to 2020 
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Culturally Relevant Teaching Self Efficacy 
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2017 2018 2019 2020 

Cohort 1 Cohort 2 

Figure 2. Change in candidate efficacy over the 4-semester program shows significant gains made during 
the clinical year. 
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Initial results from supplemental examinations are also evidence that the Texas Tech program 
does prepare teachers to be responsive to student need. Figure 3 shows changes in passing 
rates for candidates taking the supplemental certification examination in ESL. Prior to 
implementing our Special Populations curriculum, graduate success was just below the State 
average. After implementation (starting in 2018), Texas Tech graduates have increasing success 
with the exam compared to the performance of graduates in the State. 

ESL - TTU compared to State Average 
100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 
2017 2018 2019 

ESL-TTU ESL State 

Figure 3. Results from Texas Tech graduates’ performance on the ESL supplemental 
examination over time and compared to State averages. 
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A similar picture emerges when examining trends in passing rates among Texas Tech graduates 
sitting for the Special Education supplemental certification examination. Despite changes in the 
assessment, graduates from Texas Tech University have maintained a high proportion of 
passing even as the gap between the program and State averages widen. 

Special Education - TTU compared to State Avg 
100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 
2017 2018 2019 

SPED - TTU SPED State 

Figure 4. Results from Texas Tech graduates’ performance on the SPED supplemental examination over 
time and compared to State averages. 
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Goal 3: Diversifying the Teacher-Talent Pool for Texas 

The teacher preparation program has made significant gains in diversifying the teacher 
candidates prepared at Texas Tech (see Table 5). Over the course of ten years the proportion 
of Hispanic teacher candidates has increased by 20 points. The proportion of Black teacher 
candidates, however, has remained stagnate. We anticipate that closer collaboration with 
high-school programs will have a positive impact over the next five years, but clearly more work 
is needed. 

Table 5 

Change in Demographic Diversity of EPP Over Time 

Candidate Racial/Ethnic Groups 

Total 

Year % Black % Hispanic % White Candidates 

2010 3% 16% 71% 1554 

2015 3% 28% 66% 1067 

2020 4% 36% 54% 932 
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IV. EVIDENCE FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THE TEXAS TECH 
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 

Four sources of evidence external to program data support the assertion that the teacher 
preparation program at Texas Tech University is deserving of commendation. 

External Reviews 
First, results from a program audit by the National Council for Teacher Quality 
(https://www.nctq.org ) gave Texas Tech high marks for the program and for specific program 
elements (see Figure 5). These marks support claims about efforts to diversify the teacher-
talent pool in Texas, and implement a clinically intensive, district-based program. 

Figure 5. National Council on Teacher Quality. (2020). Texas Tech University Undergraduate Elementary. 
Teacher Prep Review. [Data set]. https://www.nctq.org/review/viewProgram/Texas-Tech-University-TX-
1 . 
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Second, results from two rigorous program reviews from the Teacher Preparation Inspectorate 
(https://www.tpius.org ) indicate that both our local program (2016) and our distance delivery 
program (2019) are effective programs. Scores reveal that the Texas Tech program is robust, 
but clearly has areas for growth. Below are summative ratings and statements about the quality 
of the programs. 

Results from Inspection of TTU Local Program (2016) 

Inspection judgments 
Key to judgments: Grade 4 is strong; grade 3 is good; grade 2 is needs improvement; grade 1is 
inadequate. 

Texas Tech University elementary, middle, secondary programs 
Quality of selection for teacher candidates 3 
Quality of content knowledge and teaching skills 3 
Quality of clinical placement, feedback, and candidate performance 3 
Quality of program performance management 3 

The key strengths of the elementary program are: 

● Program coursework includes frequent and strong connections to practice. Syllabi and observed courses 
include: explicit connections to the Teacher Advancement Program (TAP) indicators; modeling of 
classroom instruction; references to state standards for planning instruction; and, use of scenarios and case 
studies. Extended fieldwork throughout the final year allows teacher candidates to immediately and 
frequently apply what they are learning in K-12 settings. 

● The program has made extensive improvement since the last inspection in how well it observes candidates 
in the classroom. This has involved adopting the TAP indicators rubric as both an observation tool and a 
teaching framework and providing regular training and professional development to both clinical 
educators and university supervisors to ensure good quality observation and feedback practices are 
becoming increasingly the norm. As a result of these practices and strengths in clinical placements, the 
performance of teacher candidates in the classroom continues to improve. 

● The program is clearly dedicated to collecting and using multiple sources of high-quality data, both 
quantitative and qualitative, to monitor ongoing performance of coursework and resultant teacher 
candidate performance. Program leadership systematically monitors quality through regular review of 
data, one example of which resulted in the development of new pre and post observation conference 
rubrics. The selection of a new database (CODE) for performance assessment has the potential to enable 
program leadership, site coordinators, and faculty to analyze individual candidate data and aggregate 
summary data across time. 

Key areas for improvement: 

● Throughout the inspection academic feedback and questioning was identified as an area for development, 
both in terms of content and in terms of candidate performance. Some instructors do not model these key 
teaching strategies consistently well and they are not always embedded into content specific coursework.  
The program has accurately identified this as an area for improvement. 

● The program consistently selects mentor teachers for their effectiveness or capacity to serve as mentors, 
but in circumstances when schools are added to the program, the site coordinator in the initial year will 
defer to school principals. This has sometimes resulted in the necessity to remove teacher candidates from 
placements during the year. 

● Although the collection and use of data for program performance management has been cited as a strength 
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of the program, it is also an area for improvement in order for it to be considered strong.  The program 
collects multiple sources of data, but it is difficult to discern how the various sources of data relate to each 
other to provide information that is useful for program improvement. For example, data is collected for 
compliance reporting with the state and the federal government, for program improvement, and for 
research. The program uses multiple databases and collects multiple data sets that are not all connected to 
each other, including CODE, TEACHSCAPE, TTU (the department database) and Toolbox. Currently, 
there is limited access to different data streams across different levels of leadership, faculty, and staff for 
different purposes. For example, the professional developmental facilitators have access to CODE data, 
but program faculty who are not site coordinators are not able to access this data to assess the impact of 
their teaching on candidate performance.  

Results from Inspection of TTU Distance Program (2019) 

Inspection judgments 
Key to judgments: Grade 4 is strong; Grade 3 is good; Grade 2 is needs improvement; Grade 1 is 
inadequate. 

TTU 2+1 
Quality of selection for teacher candidates 3 
Quality of content knowledge and teaching skills 3 
Quality of clinical placement, feedback, and candidate performance 3 
Quality of program performance management 3 

The key strengths of the program are: 

● The program is a full-year placement. Candidates are placed at the beginning of the school year, which 
enables them to effectively develop and practice teaching skills until the last day of the school year for 
teachers. Spending one semester in early elementary and one semester in upper elementary gives 
candidates’ opportunities to practice strategies appropriate to different grade levels. 

● The frequency and quality of support from site coordinators gives teacher candidates the feedback they 
need to grow as elementary teachers who promote student engagement and learning. 

● The program uses multiple measures such as GPA, interviews, content exams, a survey, and a problem-
solving activity to select candidates for admission. The program formally monitors these measures to 
ensure that they are the best indicators for identifying candidates’ effectiveness and fit for teaching. 

● The program has been dedicated to using the feedback from a previous inspection to improve formalized 
systems for data management and improvement planning. 

Key areas of improvement include: 

● The program would benefit from a common definition of differentiation so that all stakeholders are 
reinforcing the importance of the differentiating process, product, content, and environment to meet all 
learners’ needs. 

● The program should have a greater stake in mentor selection. It would benefit the program to interview or 
observe potential mentors prior to assigning a teacher candidate to ensure mentors’ high-quality teaching 
and ability to coach new teachers. 

● The program should require a specific amount and quality of feedback from mentor teachers to add to the 
rich feedback that site coordinators already provide. Current feedback varies between mentors. The 
program is currently in the process of changing this practice to ensure that mentors provide more quality 
feedback to teacher candidates. 
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Principal Satisfaction 
Third, feedback from principals who supervise new teachers prepared by Texas Tech University 
provides evidence of growth in program effectiveness. The initial graph represents a time when 
EPP at Texas Tech was in the early phase of reform (which likewise correspond to the first TPI-
US report) (see Figure 6). This first report graph shows that Texas Tech is above the minimum 
standard for programs, and above the average of all EPPs. Clearly, though, there was still work 
to be done. 

Figure 6. Principal satisfaction with new teachers from Texas Tech University during SY2016. 

This second graph represents principals’ feedback about graduate quality in the subsequent 
year (see Figure 7 and 8). This time, the score for the program increase with Texas Tech in the 
“top 20” of the State. 

Figure 7. Principal satisfaction with new teachers from Texas Tech University during SY2017. 
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Figure 8. A three-year trend of principals’ overall impressions about Texas Tech graduates’ level of 
preparation for teaching. 
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Graduate Satisfaction 
Two sources of evidence related to graduate satisfaction also provide evidence about program 
quality. The first are results from an “in-house” survey of graduate satisfaction. This survey, 
unlike the one administered by the State, reflects graduates’ sense of preparedness during the 
“most difficult time of year” for all teachers – October. In typical years, October represents 
when the new school year is established, routines have proven successful (or unsuccessful), 
student learning gains from the first grading period known, and teachers (including our 
graduates) are preparing plans for improvement. It is during this time that the Texas Tech 
survey is administered. 

The results shown in Table 6 suggest that graduates from the Texas Tech University programs 
feel prepared for the challenges each will face in their classrooms, though room for 
improvement remains. 

Table 6 
Results from Texas Tech’s In-House Graduate Survey Reflecting Graduates’ 
Perceptions of Preparedness in October of their Initial Year of Teaching 

Percent who felt Percent who felt Percent who felt well Year unprepared prepared prepared 

2017 10% 40% 50% 

2018 5% 25% 70% 

2019 1% 45% 54% 

2020 5% 45% 50% 

Similarly, results from the survey of graduate satisfaction administered to new teachers in April 
to June of their first year of teaching provides a similar picture (see Figure 9). In most cases 
(90%), candidates feel prepared for teaching. 
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Figure 9. Results from TEA-administered Graduate Satisfaction Survey administered near the end 
of the first year of teaching. 
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APPENDIX 

February 2020

Doug Hamman 
Texas Tech University 
Box 41071 
Lubbock, TX 79409 

Dear Mr. Hamman:

Thank you for applying to participate in the Federal Work-Study (FWS) Experiment under the 
U.S. Department of Education’s Experimental Sites Initiative. The Department selected 
institutions to participate in the experiment based on a review of applications, and information 
from our internal systems. After careful review, we are pleased to invite your institution to 
participate in this experiment.

Through the FWS Experiment, the Department wishes to understand whether increased access 
to private sector jobs related to a student’s academic major or career aspirations will improve 
persistence, completion, and post-graduation job placements for FWS eligible students. We also 
wish to explore whether more students will accept an FWS award if given the opportunity to work 
more than 10-15 hours per week or at a higher hourly wage than typical of most on-campus 
FWS jobs. The Department wishes to explore whether institutions will be more likely to pursue 
private sector FWS opportunities for students if the Department waives the current requirement 
to devote 7% of its FWS funds to community service jobs, the requirement to support at least 
one job in a reading tutoring project, and the limit of 25 percent on an institution’s allocation used 
to support private sector employment. Additionally, the Department wishes to explore whether 
applying the same wage share requirements to small businesses as non-profit entities will attract 
more small private sector employers to partner with institutions to provide program-related 
employment. Finally, the Department wishes to explore whether allowing institutions to use FWS 
to pay students involved in program-required work, such as clinical rotations and student 
teaching, will lead to greater student acceptance of FWS awards and on-time completion.

Your institution will receive a Program Participation Agreement (PPA) Amendment that outlines 
the exemptions and requirements for participating in the FWS Experiment soon. This PPA 
amendment must be signed by your institution’s chief executive officer (e.g., President, 
Chancellor), and then returned to Federal Student Aid (FSA). Once the signed PPA is received 
by the Department, it will then be countersigned by the appropriate Departmental Director. Your 
institution must receive the countersigned PPA prior to beginning participation in the experiment.
 
A webinar for institutions participating in the FWS Experiment will be announced soon. This 
webinar will be focused on the administration of financial aid, and other important information 
related to participation in the experiment. We will provide instructions by email for registering and 
joining the webinar. We look forward to your participation.

Thank you again for your interest in participating in the U.S. Department of Education’s FWS 
Experiment. If your institution is no longer interested in participating in the FWS Experiment, 
please send an email declining your institution’s invitation to participate. It would also be helpful 
to understand the reason why you no longer wish to participate.

If you have any questions, please contact us by email at Experimentalsites@ed.gov. 
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